Residents’
HANDBOOK

A practical reference guide for anyone living in an
English Rural Housing Association home

WELCOME
English Rural Housing Association
would like to take this opportunity to
welcome you as a resident and we
hope that you will enjoy living in and
looking after your new home.
The resident handbook offers you
a guide to the services offered by
English Rural and an indication
of what is expected of you as a
resident.
Please keep your handbook in a
safe place along with your tenancy
agreement or lease as you will find
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ABOUT US:

English Rural
Housing Association
English Rural Housing Association was established in 1991 to provide affordable
rented and shared ownership housing for local people in villages in England.
The Association is a not-for-profit organisation registered with charitable rules with the
Register of Friendly Societies under the Industrial & Provident Societies Act and is a
member of the National Housing Federation.
A Board of Management oversees the work of the Association. The Board is made
up of voluntary members from various parts of the country and with different areas of
expertise, two of which are resident representatives.
As well as our Head Office in London, English Rural has a number of regional offices
in the areas we operate and a dedicated Regional Housing Manager who covers your
area.
The Association aims to provide quality affordable homes in rural communities and
offers an efficient, responsive service to all residents.

1.1

ABOUT US:

Equal
Opportunities
English Rural Housing Association is committed to providing equality of opportunity
and treatment for all, respecting the needs of all residents and partners in
service delivery, employment and community participation. We are committed to
embedding diversity into the core of our business operation to ensure nobody will be
discriminated against.
We will apply these principles in carrying out our activities and we will seek to apply
them to work undertaken for us by external contractors and to organisations working
in partnership with us.
The Association expects all residents to show respect to their neighbours, employees
of the Association and external contractors and not to harass or discriminate against
anybody due to their race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender reassignment,
marital or civil status, disability or age. Any form of harassment is considered a
serious breach of tenancy or lease and such a breach may lead to the Association
commencing legal proceedings against the party who is responsible.
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MOVING IN:

Tenancy Agreement and Lease
Your tenancy agreement/lease is a legal document which you are advised to keep
in a safe place throughout your time as an English Rural resident. This document
details both your obligations as a resident and also what you can expect from English
Rural as a landlord. If you are unsure and need clarification on any of the terms of the
Agreement, your Housing Manager will be able to discuss these with you.

2.1

MOVING IN:

Keys

You have been provided with at least two sets of keys for your property. English Rural
do not hold spare keys, if you do lose your keys you will be responsible for arranging
for locks to be changed. This can be very expensive and it is therefore important that
you look after your keys at all times.

MOVING IN:

Council Tax
It is your responsibility to pay Council Tax for your property. Please contact your Local
Authority to advise them of the date on which you moved in.

2.3

MOVING IN:

Utilities

On the day you move into your new home please ensure you take meter readings
so you are not charged for any utilities you have not used. It is your responsibility to
ensure that these readings are provided to the relevant utility companies and to make
necessary arrangements to have all accounts changed into your name.
If your property is fitted with a key meter it may be necessary for you to contact the
supplier to arrange for a new card to be ordered if this is not already available at the
property.

MOVING IN:

Paying Your Rent
For tenants, rent on your property is charged weekly from the first Monday after you
take over the tenancy and it is your responsibility to ensure rent is paid on time and
in advance. You will have been provided with a direct debit instruction which you will
need to complete and return to us as soon as possible. Rent can be paid weekly or
monthly in advance, please select which payment method you prefer on your form.
If you are entitled to Housing Benefit it is your responsibility to make a new application
to your local Housing Benefit Department and provide them with a copy of your new
tenancy agreement. You must submit your application as soon as possible after
moving in. Any delay in making an application may result in non-payment of benefit or
can cause a delay in your claim being assessed resulting in your rent account falling
into arrears.
Shared owners are required to pay all charges associated with your property,
including rent, service charges and building insurance on a monthly basis. You will
have also been provided with a direct debit instruction which must be completed and
returned to us as soon as possible.
A copy of the Association’s Rent Arrears Policy has been provided to you when you
moved in. English Rural do not tolerate any form of rent arrears, should your account
fall into arrears we will take any necessary action in accordance with the Rent Arrears
Policy.
Monthly rent statements will be sent to you. These allow you to keep track of your
payments and ensure your account is always kept up to date.
If you do find that you are struggling to pay your rent you should contact your Housing
Manager as soon as possible to discuss any help that may be available to you.

2.5
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LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

At home with English Rural
English Rural aims to provide all residents with a decent home in pleasant
surroundings and believes that our residents have the right to a quiet enjoyment of
their home. Your Tenancy Agreement or Lease sets out what we expect from you as
a resident and our responsibilities as a Landlord. In addition to these documents,
English Rural publish and regularly update a set of policies and procedures under
which we operate. All policies are available on request or can be downloaded from
the website.

3.1

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Rent Setting and Service Charges
English Rural rely on rental income to maintain and manage our properties both now
and in the future and to fund development of new social housing.
Rent on your property is reviewed on an annual basis with any changes being
implemented at the beginning of April each year. Please refer to the Income and
Arrears Policy and Tenancy Review Policy for further information on how the rent on
your home is calculated.
You may also have a service charge included in your rent which will cover costs of
any maintenance to communal areas on the development where you live. Service
charges are based on actual costs incurred on your development and may also
include a contribution towards a sinking fund for long term maintenance of communal
facilities such as treatment plants, private roads and drives or boundary fences.
Service charges are also reviewed annually.
When your rent is reviewed each year, English Rural will send you details of the
new amount, along with an annual service charge statement, if applicable. You
must ensure that you amend your payments in line with the new figure. Direct debit
payments will be adjusted automatically to cover any changes in weekly or monthly
charges.

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Resident Participation
English Rural is committed to involving residents in the way we manage, maintain and
develop our homes and offer a number of ways in which residents can get involved.

3.3

Consultation

We will consult with residents on all matters which may affect you and will take your
views onboard when making decisions on the service we offer to you. Regular visits
will be made to your development by both your Housing Manager and other staff and
Board Members. These give you the opportunity to raise any issues or concerns you
may have and discuss the work of the Association with both Board Members and
Staff.
A Virtual Residents Forum is also used to consult with residents on key policy
and procedural changes and other matters which directly affect our residents. To
be included on the mailing list for the Virtual Forum please contact your Housing
Manager to ensure your details are added to the list.

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Resident Participation Cont.
Residents Survey

A regular Residents Survey will be undertaken in which you will be asked to give
feedback on your home and the services you have received from English Rural over
the previous year. The results of the survey are used to assess our performance and
also to build a profile of residents which will help review the services we offer you.

3.3.2

Residents Panel

A Residents Panel is in operation, made up of residents, staff and Board members.
The Panel meets 5 times a year and is used to help inform decision making and
strategy at all levels and to improve services through feedback and performance
monitoring. If you would like to raise any matters to the Panel please let us know and
your details will be passed to a Resident Panel Member who lives in your area and
who can contact you directly.

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Resident Participation Cont.
Resident Associations

We will encourage and support Residents who wish to introduce a Resident
Association on their scheme. Residents Associations are often a good way of
communicating with your neighbours and working together to resolve any common
issues on your development. English Rural can support Resident Associations
by offering guidance, attending meetings and where appropriate offer financial
assistance. If you are interested in introducing a Resident Association on your
development please contact us for further information and guidance.

3.3.4

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Changes to Your Household
Throughout your time as a resident with English Rural it is likely that your household
composition may change. If there are any changes to your household please advise us of
these in writing. It is important that we hold up to date information about members of your
household and if anyone no longer lives at the property.
As your household grows you may desire additional space. Unfortunately English Rural
does not allow extensions or loft conversions to any of its properties. This is to ensure that
all developments continue to provide a mix of property sizes to meet the needs of future
residents and that shared ownership properties remain affordable.
Should you wish to consider moving to a larger property, further information on moving home
is provided later in the handbook.

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Pets

We generally do not have any objections to you keeping pets within your home so long as
they do not cause a nuisance to your neighbours. You do not need to request permission to
keep small pets such as birds, fish or other small caged animals but you do need to ask us
before keeping a dog or other large animal. Please complete a Pet Permission request form,
available from your Housing Manager, and await permission before keeping an animal at
your home. Unfortunately we cannot grant permission for dogs to be kept in upstairs flats.
If complaints are received and it is deemed that your animal is causing a nuisance to your
neighbours you may be asked to find an alternative home for your pet.

3.5

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Parking

When you moved into your home you will have been allocated parking spaces. It is important
that you only park in the spaces provided for your property and do not obstruct other parking
bays or neighbours’ driveways. Parking is regularly a cause of friction between neighbours
and we understand that parking spaces are limited but please ensure that you and your
visitors are considerate to your neighbours at all times and park appropriately in your own
spaces.
Broken down, unroadworthy or untaxed vehicles must not be parked permanently within
English Rural’s developments. Such vehicles may be removed and the cost of doing so
re-charged to the offending resident. Additionally parking bays should only be used for roadworthy motor vehicles and we cannot allow caravans, boats, trailers or any other item to be
stored in the parking spaces provided.

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Nuisance and Anti-Social Behaviour
English Rural will not tolerate behaviour from any resident that is racial, violent, threatening,
intimidating, criminal, unreasonable or unacceptable. Any reports of anti-social behaviour will
be investigated fully in accordance with the Association’s Anti-Social Behaviour Policy and
appropriate action will be taken to restore the quality of life for those affected.
The Association will work with other agencies such as the Police, Anti-Social Behaviour
Officers and Environmental Health to adopt a combined approach to preventing and tackling
anti-social behaviour.
All residents are asked to be considerate to their neighbours and behave in a way that does
not cause a nuisance or distress to those living around them If you are experiencing any
form of nuisance please advise your Housing Manager of this. You may be asked to record
incidents in diary sheets in order to provide further evidence.

3.7

LIVING IN YOUR HOME:

Complaints

English Rural is committed to providing quality services and support to all residents.
If you are not entirely satisfied with our services, a robust Complaints Policy is in
operation to help resolve any concerns you may have.
Please contact your Housing Manager if you require a copy of the Complaints Policy.
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REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Reporting Repairs (tenants only)
How to report a repair

You can report a repair to your home by using one of the following:
Telephone -

call us free on:

			

0800 121 4422

Website -		

www.englishrural.org.uk/_repairs

Email -

info@englishrural.org.uk

Emergencies

If you have an emergency repair during office hours (9am – 5pm, Monday to Friday)
please contact us on the freephone number above.

After 5pm and over weekends and public holidays 		
you should contact Mears on 0808 168 6246
The out of hours service should only be used if your repair needs immediate action,
all other repairs should be reported when our office re-opens.

4.1

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Repair Responsibilities

For all rented properties, English Rural is responsible for maintaining the structure of
your property and any internal fixtures and fittings provided by us. This includes:
•

Roof, drains, gutters and external pipes

•

External walls, doors and windows including external painting and decorating

•

Chimneys, stacks and flues but NOT the sweeping of chimneys

•

Steps and pathways providing access to the property

•

Boundary walls and fence panels (but only those panels provided by us)

•

Internal walls, floors, ceilings, doors and frames, skirting boards but NOT internal
painting, decorating and minor cracks to plasterwork

•

Basins, sinks, baths, toilets an cisterns, taps but NOT washer replacement

•

Hot water cylinders, water storage tanks, internal pipework and waste pipes.

•

Heating systems – oil, gas and electric boilers, associated pipes and radiators,
storage heaters, solid fuel installations, open fireplaces, wood burning stoves,
oil storage tanks, Ground and Air Source Heat Pumps. Additionally any other
sustainable technologies we have installed at your home such as solar and
photovoltaic panels.

•

Electric wiring including sockets and switches, smoke and carbon monoxide (CO)
detectors but NOT battery replacement

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Repair Responsibilities Cont.
As a tenant you also have a responsibility to ensure your home is well looked after
and maintained. If you do have any repairs these must be reported to us as soon
as possible before any further damage or deterioration is caused. You are also
responsible for the following:
•

•

•

•

•

4.2

Any fixtures or
alterations added by a
previous tenant unless
stated otherwise at the
start of the tenancy
To keep your property
clean and in good
decorative order,
including the repair of
minor cracks and holes
in walls and ceilings
Take action to prevent
waste pipes and drains
becoming blocked and
to prevent pipes from
freezing or bursting
Blocked sinks, drains
or toilets when caused
by negligence or
misuse will be your
responsibility to rectify
You must allow access
to your property to
carry out repairs,
annual safety checks
and any necessary
inspections

•

•

•

To repair and maintain
any fixtures, fittings
or appliances you
have installed,
including waste/supply
pipes and vents for
washing machines,
dishwashers and
tumble driers
Take action to
prevent and control
condensation
Infestations – including
mice, wasps nests and
any other common
household pests

•

Adjusting internal
doors following carpet
fitting

•

Replacing bath and
basin plugs, toilet
seats, light bulbs,
fuses, smoke alarm
batteries

•

Washing lines, rotary
driers, garden sheds
and store cupboards

•

Broken panes of
internal glass. You
are also responsible
for repairing external
panes where damage
has been caused by
misuse

•

Lost or stolen keys

•

Hard surfaces e.g.
tarmac/concrete,
damaged by leaking
vehicle oil

•

Any trees that are
within your garden
or overhang into
your garden from
neighbouring
properties or land.

•

Any damage due to
misuse or negligence
by anyone who lives in,
or visits your property

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Responding to Repairs

All repairs tenants report to English Rural will be given a response time determined by
the urgency of the repair. These are detailed below.

Emergency:

response within 24 hours and generally the same day as reported.
The contractor will make safe any fault but it may be necessary that they return to
carry out further works including fitting of parts on another day.

Urgent:

to be completed within 7 days

Routine:

to be completed within 30 days
The designated contractor will contact you by telephone to arrange an appointment.
If you fail to keep this prearranged appointment you will be charged for the cost of the
visit proportionate to the charges from the Contractor to English Rural
In response to any repair you report, you will receive a Satisfaction Survey form.
When your repair is complete you should fill in this form and return to us. The
information you provide enables us to ensure contractors are performing well and
meeting the standards we expect from them, it is therefore important that you do
return this form to us.

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Gas Safety Inspections
and Electrical Testing

If your property has a gas supply, English Rural has a legal responsibility to carry out
an annual service and safety check to the gas boiler on all rented properties. These
inspections are for your own safety and failure to allow access is a breach of your
tenancy agreement. Legal action will be taken against you if you do not provide
access.
Electrical Testing will also be carried out on all rented properties approximately every
ten years.
Shared owners are also strongly recommended to make their own arrangements to
have an annual gas check carried out on your property. As well as ensuring your
heating system is safe and working effectively, should you wish to sell your property in
future you may be asked to show details of the last gas safety check and certificate. It
is also recommended that an electrical check is undertaken on your home every ten
years.

4.4

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Cyclical and Planned Maintenance
External Decorating

For those living in rented homes, painting and decorating of the exterior of your
property is undertaken on a cyclical programme, usually every 5-6 years, depending
on its condition. This will include redecorating any external fittings such as windows
and doors, soffits, rendering and any other externals. Fencing will not be covered
under the cyclical programme and it is your responsibility to ensure any garden fences
are repainted regularly.
Shared owners will be advised when external decorations are to be undertaken on
rented properties on your development and will be given details of the contractors
undertaking work should you wish to take advantage of having painting contractors
on site and make your own arrangements with them to also have your property
redecorated.

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Cyclical and Planned Maintenance Cont.
Planned and Major Work

English Rural operate a long term major works programme on all rented properties
which cover replacement of major components in your home such as kitchens,
bathrooms, windows and doors and heating systems. The programme is based on
the age and condition of these components. We will let you know of any proposed
work in advance and will consult with you on choice of fittings.

4.5.2

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Adapting Your Home

English Rural understands that residents’ needs change and we are committed to
helping those with a disability remain in their home. If you do require any aids or
adaptations to your property your request should be made in writing to the Association
with the support and recommendation of an Occupational Therapist. A limited budget
is available to assist with adaptations in rented properties but funding is often also
available through your Local Authority.
Before carrying out any adaptations to your home, written permission must be sought
from the Association.

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Improvements

You may in future wish to make improvements to your home. Any improvement
you do make must have written permission from English Rural before any work is
undertaken.
Any improvement work must be carried out by a suitably qualified contractor and any
appropriate Building Regulations are met. You will become responsible for any future
maintenance relating to the improvement you have made and you may be asked to
return the property back to its original standard should you choose to move in future.
Unfortunately English Rural cannot permit the erection of conservatories on rented
properties. Should you wish to add a conservatory to your shared ownership
home then please make your request in writing including full details and plans
of the proposed conservatory. We will only consider requests for modest sized
conservatories that do not involve extensive structural alterations to your home. It
will be your responsibility to ensure any necessary Planning Permission and Building
Regulation requirements are met.

4.7

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Useful Information
Blockages

Blockages are usually caused by a build up of waste such as fat, tea leaves, hair,
soap and detergents. It is a good idea to clear waste pipes and traps regularly by
treating them with a suitable product such as a drain cleaner or plug-hole unblocker.
This will prevent the build-up turning into a blockage which may need the services of
the plumber.

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Useful Information Cont.
Condensation

This results when warm moist air meets a cold surface and turns to water. If this
happens regularly mould will begin to appear on the affected surfaces. In order to
prevent condensation you should follow the steps below:
•

Closing kitchen and bathroom doors to prevent steam going into colder rooms

•

Open kitchen and bathroom windows when cooking or washing so steam can
escape

•

Use extractor fans and keep window trickle vents open

•

Do not use bottled gas heaters or block air vents

•

Open windows in other rooms to allow a change of air

•

Cover pans when cooking

•

Vent tumble driers externally

•

Dry clothes outdoors whenever possible. If drying indoors, ensure there is
sufficient ventilation

•

Do not allow the property to get too cold

For further information please refer to English Rural’s Damp and Condensation advice
leaflet.

4.8.2

Preventing Burst Pipes

In very cold spells water in the pipes in your home can freeze. When the weather
becomes warmer and the water melts it can cause damage to the pipes, often causing
them to burst. To prevent this happening you should keep your home warm at all
times and run taps on a regular basis. If you are leaving your property empty for any
length of time during cold weather you should:
•

Turn off the water supply using the mains’ stopcock.

•

Turn off the immersion heater and drain all the water from the system by turning
on all the taps until the water stops running. Then turn off the taps.

•

Flush the toilets to empty the cisterns and put salt into the toilet pan to prevent the
water freezing.

•

When you come back, turn the stopcock on and give the tanks and cylinder time
to fill. Turn on the taps to ensure there is an adequate flow of water before turning
them off again; this will ensure there are no air locks, then turn the immersion
heater back on.

If you do have a burst pipe you must turn off the water immediately at the stopcock,
turn off the immersion heater and turn on all taps to drain the water from the pipes as
quickly as possible. As soon as you notice the leak try to identify where it is coming
from and bind any cracks or splits with a piece of rag. If the leak is close to any
electrical fitting do not switch it on!

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

Useful Information Cont.
Legionella

The heating and hot water system in your property should already be set at a
temperature to ensure water is maintained above the minimum requirements to
prevent legionella developing.
However, you may not be aware that the bacteria can begin to form in unused
showers where water has been left standing in the undrained shower hose for more
than 48 hours. In order to prevent the risk of Legionnaires Disease, residents are
advised to allow showers to run for at least two minutes after any periods of non-use.
This will allow the stagnant water to drain from the hose before you use the shower.

4.8.4

Gardens

It is your responsibility to ensure that your garden, at both the front and back of your
property is well maintained and kept tidy at all times. Grass should be cut regularly
and no items of rubbish dumped in the gardens. You may wish to erect new fencing
to your rear garden in place of the chain link fencing provided. If you choose to do
this any future maintenance of the fence will be your responsibility. Front gardens
should not be enclosed by either fencing or other means.
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MOVING ON
Leaving an English Rural Home
During your time as an English Rural resident your housing needs may change. English
Rural will offer support and guidance to all residents who wish to move on.

5.1

MOVING ON

Mutual Exchange
If you hold an assured tenancy with English Rural you have the right to exchange your
property with another social housing tenant. Any exchange partner will need to meet the
local connection criteria applicable to your scheme and must not as a result leave the
property overcrowded or under-occupied. No exchanges can be approved if your rent
account is not fully up to date. An inspection of your property will also be carried out before
approving the exchange to ensure your home has been maintained satisfactorily.
If you wish to move through mutual exchange your Housing Manager can provide the
necessary application forms.

MOVING ON

Transfer

If a property becomes available on your development, the Association may in some cases
consider a request for an internal transfer. You will be asked to complete an application form
giving details of why you should be considered to transfer to the vacant property.
Residents who are looking to move to more suitable housing will also be encouraged to
register with the Local Authority for re-housing, who are able to offer a much wider range of
accommodation to meet your needs.

5.3

MOVING ON

Termination of Tenancy
Under the terms of your tenancy agreement you are required to give at least 4 weeks notice
to end your tenancy. Please use the Tenancy Termination form to do this. Your 4 week
notice period will begin from the following Monday after we have received your termination
form. Please ensure that you include your new address when completing the termination
form.
Once we have received your termination notice your Housing Manager will contact you
to discuss any outstanding rent that will be due before you move. An inspection of your
property will also be undertaken and you will be advised of any works you are required to
undertake before vacating.

MOVING ON

Selling your Shared-Ownership home
If you decide to sell your shared ownership home you will need to contact us and request
further information on selling your property. You will be required to complete an Intention to
Sell form. Once this has been received, we will then instruct a valuation of your property.
This will be arranged by English Rural but you will be expected to cover the cost of the
valuation. This cost will be payable even if you decide at a later time you no longer wish to
move.
Your property will be advertised locally by English Rural and we will select a suitable buyer
from any applications we receive.
Please contact us for further information if you are thinking of selling your home.

5.5
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CONTACTS

Housing Management Office
English Rural Housing Association
Astolat
Coniers Way
New Inn Lane
Burpham
Guildford
Surrey
GU4 7HL

Tel: 		

020 7820 7930

Email:

info@englishrural.org.uk

6.1

CONTACTS

Reporting Repairs
During office hours:

0800 121 4422
Out of hours:

0808 168 6246

6.2

CONTACTS

Regional Housing Managers
Jo Passmore

Katie Maclean

Steven Bland

Tel: 01304 841 666
or 07552 126 679

Tel: 07552 126 686

Tel: 07552 126 678

6.3

CONTACTS

Staff

Chief Executive 				Adrian Maunders
Business Support Officer			

Karen Eagles

Operations Director				Martin Collett
Housing Services Manager			Kathryn Watson
Housing Services Administrator		

Luke Versteeg

Maintenance Officer				Beth Crowe
Maintenance Officer				Janette Spence
Regional Housing Manager			Steven Bland
Regional Housing Manager			Jo Passmore
Regional Housing Manager			Katie Maclean
Deputy Chief Executive

		James Taylor

Regional Development Manager		

Alison Thompson

Regional Development Manager		

Nick Hughes

Technical Development Manager		

Ian Gillespie

Head of Finance 				

David Taylor

Management Accountant 			Ferdie Lachica
Accounts Officer 				Lorna Murdoch

6.4
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